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Dance 
Program Aim Turn dance moves into a dance algorithm. 

Convert the dance algorithm into a program using Scratch Jr 

Computer Science Concepts 

-All programming is an algorithm turned 

into code 

-An Algorithm is a step by step sequences 

of instructions to do something  

-Repeat loops 

1, Dance 

Either explore a dance routine in PE or watch some 

dance videos 

Draw out that some moves are repeated 

Pupils create their own short dance routine that 

involves some repeated moves. 

Learning Path 

Maths Concepts 

-Move forward, backwards, up, down, turn right, turn left 

code-it.co.uk 

1, Dance 2, Dance Algorithm 3, Convert  

Algorithm into  

program 

4, Add music 5, Add background 

Resources 

Tablet Computers, algorithm planner sheet 

or whiteboards 

Dependencies 

It helps if pupils have explored move blocks 

using something like my travelling plan 

http://code-it.co.uk/scratchjrtravelling  

2, Dance Algorithm 

Pupils turn their dances into dance algorithms 

either on whiteboards or using the algorithm 

planner sheet. 

Can they circle any instructions they want to 

repeat and say how many times? 

3, Convert Algorithm to Program 

You may need to show pupils where the repeat 

loop is and how to access it. 

But apart from this let them puzzle things out for 

themselves. 
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Dance p2 

code-it.co.uk 

5, Add music 

Why not add music to their projects. Pupils 

could use musical instruments to compose 

their own music and then add it to Scratch Jr 

using the microphone button. 

 

6, Add Background 

Adding a place to dance in gives the project 

context. You can either draw a background 

or use a pre-made one. 

 

 

What do they want to include in their 

dance? 

Can they discover how to do this? 

 

 

Questions 

Is there anything you do when you dance 

that Scratch Junior can’t do? 


